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Cover Story
The cover picture shows a busy scene on the turntable during the May
running day. The running season this year has been following a typical
pattern, with many minor incidents to keep us amused. Among the
more interesting occurred on the July running day. The railway was
running at full capacity, when at about 1553, the clock in the clubhouse
stopped. At the same time the main air compressor, which supplies
compressed air to operate the points and semaphore signals, failed and
the water supply to the station was lost, causing problems for steam
locomotives. Coincidentally the power supplies for the signalling system
all failed. Drivers on the track reported that all the signal lights went
out. On the plus side, the loud music, which had been emanating from
an event in the adjacent scout hut, also stopped. All this was caused by
a power cut which affected a wide area of Ickenham. One of the
birthday parties that we host on running days was in the process of
setting up in the clubhouse at the time and they were plunged into
darkness.
Without a working signalling system and only a finite quantity of
compressed air remaining in the air receiver, to operate points, it
became a challenge to provide a service. Meanwhile the treasurer, who
was in the booking office, kept selling tickets for all he was worth.
Since we were unsure how long the available compressed air would last
the decision was taken to set the points, while we still could, to run
trains from the station straight back to the station. In order to
compensate for the much shortened journey, passengers were taken on
this trip twice, giving them a rare chance to
travel onto and off the turntable. Meanwhile
the birthday party had relocated to the picnic
tables on the front lawn. It was fortunate that
the weather was good that day.
Power was off for nearly an hour. Any longer
and members may have downed tools due to
lack of tea. With power restored, normal
service was rapidly restored, with only the
clubhouse clock failing to restart.
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Ashpan Notebook
Subscription Renewals
Membership subscriptions for 2015/16 fell due at the beginning of April.
The full membership subscription this year is £30, while junior
membership is £6. Most members have already renewed for this year but
if you are one of the few who has not yet done so, the treasurer will be
delighted to hear from you.
If you can't get down to the club to see him in person then you can either
pay by electronic transfer into the club account (at Barclays, Sort Code
20-73-53, Account No. 30548782, your name will serve as the transaction
reference) or by sending a cheque (made payable to IDSME) to Graham
Findlater, 6 Arundel Road, Sands, High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 4NE.
Ashpan 106 & 107
Thankyou to those who have submitted contributions for inclusion in
this issue of Ashpan. The Autumn edition of Ashpan, number 107, is due
to be published in time for the Annual General Meeting and so any
contributions should be with the editor by early September. The editor's
contact details can be found on the inside front cover.
AGM & Committee Nominations
As usual, IDSME's AGM will be held on the last Friday in September. As
a consequence the forms for nominations for committee posts will be
displayed on the clubhouse notice board from early August until the
beginning of September. Thereafter the secretary will write to everyone
with details of the nominations and the AGM agenda, giving the
required formal notice of the meeting.

vvvvvvvvvvvvvvv

IDSME Model Railway Show
Saturday 24th October 2015

We (the Model Railway Group) are hoping to put on a small scale
model railway show in Ickenham Village Hall on Saturday 24th
October 2015. This will be similar to some of the exhibitions that we
staged ten or so years ago and would be in place of our usual model
railway display on the November Running Day. To keep costs down,
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we are looking at doing it all ‘in house’ as much as is possible. At the
moment we definitely have seven, and could maybe stretch to nine
layouts in a variety of scales and eras to put on display.

We would intend running it in very much the same style as our
November shows, in that we don't have outside people who require
travelling expenses etc. and would just fend for ourselves where
lunches go. (Plenty of options right next door)
Although we can certainly rustle up enough operators to cover the
layouts currently planned, we would appreciate a few volunteers to
provide relief turns on layouts as required, to man the entrance and
handle the money, to perhaps set up a very simple tea and coffee
stand for our visitors and exhibitors, and maybe a person or two with
their ID badges to just be general stewards around the hall if
required.

The Ickenham Village Hall is the chosen venue as we hope to direct
this event a little more at the local community rather than dedicated
Model Railway Show-goers (though of course we would still advertise
it in the model railway press where suitable), and believe that this
would also be more likely to collect ‘passing trade’ rather than other
locations we might have chosen which are hidden out of the way.
To make it stand out even more and potentially to raise some further
income, we were also hoping (volunteers permitting) to operate a
portable track alongside as per the Traders Evening, though scaled
down to one-train operation if it helps.

Regardless of a portable track operation or not, we would be
interested in having a display stand set up in the hall to cover the
model engineering activities of our society and maybe it would be
possible to have ‘Terry’ on display with a suitable item of rolling stock
as well as the usual display board pictures and words.

We hope to use this show as a good promotion of our society's
activities and is not intended to be a money making exercise. There
will be an admission charge but this is only intended to cover costs of
the show, principally the hire of the hall.
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The Numbers Game
Have you ever stopped to wonder how your phone number ended up the
way it did? Of course you have and so here is the answer. (You have
thirty seconds to ring me to tell you’re not interested before I continue.
P.S. my number is ex-directory).
Time’s up!
In the earliest days of telephone networks, each subscriber was
connected to a manual telephone exchange. To make a call the
subscriber had to lift the handset to speak to an operator to request
connection to the required number. Initially at least calls could only be
made to subscribers on the same exchange. The earliest exchanges
were quite small. The very first exchange in the UK was opened by the
Telephone Company (Bells Patent) Ltd in 1878. It had a capacity for
150 lines, although it had only seven or eight subscribers at first. Each
subscriber would be allocated a number, presumably up to 150.
As the number of exchanges increased, they began to be linked together
allowing a wider number of subscribers to be reached. Subscribers still
had to speak to the operator and now had to know the name of the
exchange they were calling, as well as the number on that exchange of
the person they wished to speak to. In the 1880s telephone technology
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was still developing and reliable long distance calls were still some way
off.
In the meantime, in December 1880, the Post Office managed to obtain
a legal ruling that a telephone was a telegraph, and a telephone
conversation was a telegram within the meaning of Section 4 of the
Telegraph Act, 1869. This despite the fact that the act made no
mention of telephones and indeed predated their invention by some
years. As an aside it was not until the passing of the Telephone Act
1951 that there was statutory recognition that the telephone was
separate from the telegraph. All prior legislation in the UK relating to
telephones was made under various Telegraph Acts.
The result of this judgement was the requirement of independent
telephone companies to obtain a licence to operate from the postmaster
general, with the post office receiving 10% of gross revenues and
having the option to purchase the telephone undertaking at various
specified times during the period of the licence. This presumably was
in line with the conditions under which independent telegraph
companies operated. This was the beginning of the Post Office’s
involvement with telephone systems, although it was already widely
involved with telegraph systems.
The first trunk line linked exchanges in London and Brighton in 1884.
A year later the first telephone appeared in Uxbridge. It was not
connected to an exchange, but was instead connected directly to
another telephone in Liverpool. Then, as now, there probably wasn’t a
great demand by the residents of Uxbridge for telephonic
communication with Liverpool. The installation was, in fact, part of a
trial of long distance telephone calls between London and Liverpool,
and the connection was made over an existing telegraph circuit. Quite
why Uxbridge was chosen as the London end of the experiment I don’t
know.
Gradually the technology matured and more and more (and longer)
trunk lines were brought into use. In 1895 the Post Office opened its
own trunk telephone network and the following year acquired the
trunk lines of the National Telephone Co. The latter was relegated to
only operating locally, in places where it had exchanges.
A Telegraph Act passed in 1899 allowed municipal authorities outside
London to set up their own local telephone systems. This seems to have
arisen out of dissatisfaction with the cost and quality of service
provided by the local exchanges of the National Telephone Co. The
English boroughs were in favour of the existing NTC systems being
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taken into state ownership with control handed to the municipal
authorities. Scottish boroughs seemed to favour an alternative
arrangement whereby they would set up their own system in
competition to the NTC. The government’s response as set out in the
act was to set up a single large telephone system for London, and to
leave competition with the NTC in provincial towns to the local
authorities.
In fact this provision proved to be less successful than was originally
envisaged. Of the 1,334 urban authorities that could have applied for a
licence under this act, only thirteen actually did so. Of these only six
actually opened their own telephone service: Glasgow (1901),
Tunbridge Wells (1901), Swansea (1902), Portsmouth (1902), Brighton
(1903) and Hull (1904). With the exception of Hull, over the ensuing
years, leading up to the first world war, these municipal phone systems
were sold to either the NTC or the Post Office. In 1912, the Post Office
took over the National Telephone Company, and thus became the
monopoly supplier of telephone services for most of the UK. In 1914 the
Hull Corporation applied to renew its licence, and it was made a
condition of renewal that the corporation purchase the former NTC
telephone infrastructure in the Hull area from the Post Office. Hull’s
telephone system has remained a
separate entity from that in the
rest of the UK ever since.
While work had been ongoing
developing the trunk network,
other developments had been
taking place in the exchanges.
Various types of automatic
exchanges were installed on a trial
basis, and in 1922 the Post Office
decided to standardise on the
Strowger system. This electro-
mechanical switching system was
devised by Almon B Strowger, an
undertaker from Kansas City. He
was allegedly prompted to develop
an automatic telephone exchange
system after discovering that he
was losing business because the
wife of one of his competitors was
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working as an operator in the local telephone exchange and was in the
habit of diverting his calls to her husband’s company.
A detailed description of how the Strowger system worked is beyond
the scope of this article. Suffice it to say that the system was in use for
a very long time, the last Strowger exchange on the BT network not
being taken out of use until 1995.
Automatic exchanges allowed subscribers to dial directly any other
number on the same exchange. To make a call to a number on another
exchange still required speaking to the operator, and on an automatic
exchange, the operator could be contacted by dialling ‘0’.
The number of digits in a phone number determined the maximum
number of lines an exchange could handle. Exchanges with four digit
numbers could theoretically handle up to 10,000 phone lines, while five
digit exchanges could theoretically handle 100,000 phone lines. In
practice no exchange got anywhere near its practical limit. Every time
you added an extra digit to the number you got a tenfold increase in
the maximum number of lines. Each time you reached the limit you
had to add an extra digit even if you exceeded the limit by only a small
amount. In 1924, for example, there were 23 automatic exchanges
operating in the UK, ranging between 25 lines and 15,000 lines. The
former would require only two digit numbers (maximum 100 lines),
while the latter required five digit numbers (maximum 100,000 lines).
Altogether at that time there were about 265,000 lines connected to
automatic exchanges.
A further reason that exchanges could not reach their theoretical limit
was because certain blocks of numbers were unavailable. The use of 0
to reach the operator instantly meant a 10% reduction in the maximum
number of lines an exchange could handle. Consider as an example a
five digit exchange. Numbers in the 0xxxx range could not be used
because 0 was used to reach the operator. All numbers in this range
were unusable because telephone numbers are processed serially as
they are dialled and are not considered as a whole before call
connection begins. In other words if you were to attempt to dial 01234
or 05678 or any other number beginning with 0 you would find yourself
connected to the operator before you had even dialled the second digit.

At this stage it was still the case that a phone number consisted of an
exchange name and a number. The quantity of digits in the phone
number was dependent on the size of the exchange the phone was
connected to.
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The introduction of direct dialling for local calls on automatic
exchanges did however throw up an issue in the largest cities,
particularly London. Quite simply a single exchange could not possibly
satisfy the needs of one of these large cities, throwing up the
requirement to contact the operator for some calls within the city but
not others. This was undesirable and it was felt that direct dialling
should be available to any phone number within the same city. In order
to achieve this the Director System was developed.
In director areas, subscribers dialled the first three letters of the
exchange name, followed by a four digit local exchange number. This
3L + 4N format was chosen because it was felt that subscribers would
find it easier to remember phone numbers in this format than if they
were presented as straight seven digit numbers, particularly since
subscribers would already be used to the system of asking for a phone
number by exchange name and local exchange number.
Letters you ask? Well the appearance of letters on the telephone
keypad of a mobile phone is not without precedent. Letters also
featured on telephone dials back to the 1920s, and were essential to the
operation of the Director system. On the telephone dial the letters were
arranged slightly differently to the one used on later keypads. The
original allocation, devised in America, allocated three letters (in
alphabetical order) to each of the digits from
2 to 9, omitting the letters Q and Z.
The digit 1 was not allocated any
letters for technical reasons.
Dial telephones at this time
used pulse dialling where
each digit dialled sends
the corresponding
number of pulses to the
exchange (0 was
represented by 10
pulses). It was
remarkably easy for
spurious pulses to be
generated and these were
often mistaken by
the exchange equipment as
subscribers dialling a 1. Thus as
far as possible it was always
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arranged that telephone numbers never started with a 1. When the
Post Office introduced letters to dials it made a small change to the
allocation of letters compared with the American system. The letter O
was moved to the digit 0. At a later date the letter Q was also added to
the digit 0. Thus the Post Office allocation became 2 – ABC, 3 – DEF,
4 – GHI, 5 – JKL, 6 – MN, 7 – PRS, 8 – TUV, 9 – WXY, 0 – OQ.
So a typical London number might be HARrow 2356, which today
would translate as 427 2356. The letters shown in capitals had to be
dialled followed by the four digits shown. At the time the director
system was introduced there remained a considerable number of
manual exchanges in use. If the number being dialled was on an
automatic exchange the three capital letters would be shown in bold
type, indicating that the full number should be dialled. Conversely, if
the number dialled was still on a manual exchange the capitals would
appear in ordinary type, thus: HARrow 2356. This indicated that only
the letter portion should be dialled, after which the subscriber should
expect to be connected to the operator at the remote exchange, who
would complete the call for the subscriber in the old way.
Over time the number of manual exchanges reduced and a further
refinement in those that remained was the provision of code call
indicators to the operator. These displayed the four local digits dialled
by the subscriber and allowed the operator in the manual exchange to
connect the call without speaking to the caller. Thus from a
subscriber’s point of view the manual exchange appeared to operate in
the same way was an automatic exchange. Phone numbers on this
exchange could be listed as though they were on an automatic
exchange.
Bearing in mind that 0 could not be used as the initial digit of the
exchange code, because you’d be connected to the operator, and 1 could
not be used at all as it had no letters associated with it on the phone
dial, the director area could accommodate up to 8 x 9 x 9 = 648 unique
exchange codes. In practice the usable number was about half of this
since there was difficulty in generating appropriate and meaningful
exchange names where the first three letters of the name always
resulted in a unique code that had not already been used by another
exchange. Just try coming up with a meaningful name for the code 555,
i.e. just using the letters J or K or L for the first three letters of the
exchange name. Perhaps this is why to this day in the US there are no
numbers that begin with 555, so that any fake phone number that
appears in a US film or television program begins with 555.
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It was also possible to dial directly to areas outside but immediately
adjacent to the director areas. These fringe areas generally had five
digit local numbers and to reach them from the director area a two
letter code followed by the local 5 digit number. This 2L + 5N format
number resulted in the same number of digits being dialled as for
numbers within the director area, but the existence of these two letter
codes further reduced the available three letter exchange name
combinations available. To reach an Uxbridge area number you might,
for example, dial UX 30094. This equates to 89 30094, so any exchange
name in the London area which resulted in a code equal to 893 (or
indeed 89x) became invalid.
Those of you who have been paying attention through the course of this
article (both of you), may have noticed that the four digit local
exchange numbers in director areas, restricts that exchange to just
10,000 numbers. On the plus side all 10,000 numbers are available for
use as they will always be preceded by the three character exchange
code. There is thus no problem with numbers ending in the 0xxx range.
Reference has already been made to exchanges with more than 10,000
lines and as you would expect these were located in the larger cities,
i.e. the ones that would receive the director system. It was therefore
not uncommon for these larger exchanges to have more than one
exchange name allocated to them. In effect you had two (or more)
10,000 line exchanges side by side in the same building.
London was of course the largest of the director systems in the UK, but
the other cities to gain them were Birmingham, Edinburgh, Glasgow,
Liverpool and Manchester.
The first London exchange converted to the director system in 1927. At
the time the London area contained 80 exchanges but by 1950 this had
risen to 237. The director system was introduced in Manchester in
1930, Birmingham in 1931, Glasgow in 1937, Liverpool in 1941 and
Edinburgh in 1950. It was the policy at the time that the director
system would be introduced in areas where it was expected that the
number of subscribers would exceed 60,000 within 30 years. In truth
Edinburgh wasn’t really large enough to justify the installation of such
a system, but it was apparently unthinkable that the capital of
Scotland would not have such a system if other cities did. Presumably
the Post Office was not so worried about the sensibilities of the Welsh.

STD
In order to forestall the childish giggling from the back of the class I
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shall point out immediately that this stands for Subscriber Trunk
Dialling. This was the next big stage in the development of the UK
phone system. In effect it was the extension of the director system
principle to cover the whole of the UK.
One preliminary change was to the number of the operator. From the
earliest automatic exchanges the operator’s number was 0. The vast
majority of calls to the operator were from subscribers making out of
area (i.e. long distance) calls. Since Subscriber Trunk Dialling would do
away with the need to speak for the operator for this purpose it was
decided that the operator should move to a new number, 100. This
would leave 0 free to be used as the out of area access code for STD
exchanges. In other words before the change, to make a long distance
you dialled 0 and spoke to the operator. After the change to STD to
make a long distance call you still dialled 0, but followed it by dialling
an area code and then the local number.
Obviously each area of the country now acquired an area code. The
London director area was given a single digit code, ‘1’. The other
director area cities were given two digit codes in x1 format e.g. 21 for
Birmingham, 31 for Edinburgh etc. Most of the rest of the country was
given three digit area codes. Remember that in all cases the area code
was preceded by the out of area access code ‘0’. So for London you
dialled 01.
Of course you could still dial local numbers direct without using the
area code and this led the BBC to regularly use the charming phrase
'01 if you live outside London' when quoting a phone number. This
condescending attitude apparently used to annoy the small minority of
the British population which did live outside London.
The allocation of codes seemed to be completely random. For example
the Uxbridge area was given the code 895. 894 was allocated to
Tyneside, while 896 was given to Galashiels and the surrounding area.
Neither of these areas is noted for its proximity to Uxbridge. The
Watford area, which is adjacent to the Uxbridge area (and includes the
chairman’s Northwood mansion) was given the code 923. 922 was given
to Walsall, while 924 was given to Wakefield.
There was in fact a method to the allocation of codes and no doubt
some of you can remember far enough back to know what it is. If you
do it means you’re terribly old and we have to go terribly slowly. In fact
enough information has already been given in this article for an
educated guess to be made, even if you weren’t there at the time. Have
you noticed that all the 92x areas listed above have a name that begins
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WA? And how would you dial WA on the telephone? That’s right you’d
dial 92.
So its letters again. In this case the three digit codes took the first two
letters of the area name followed by a random final digit, used to
differentiate between areas that have names resulting in the same first
two digits. So TYneside, UXbridge and TWeeddale (the actual
exchange name for the Galashiels area) all result in initial digits 89.
The final digit is allocated in order of precedence, i.e. the more
important a place is (presumably in terms of number of subscribers)
the lower its final digit will be. Originally such area codes were listed
in the phone book as 0TY4, 0UX5 & 0TW6.
As with the introduction of the director system the decision to use
letters was once again to ease the transition for subscribers.
In fact the allocation of the two digit director system area codes also
used a letter to determine the code. In this case only the initial letter of
the city was used so Birmingham was actually 0B1 (021), Edinburgh
0E1 (031), Glasgow 0G1 (041), Liverpool 0L1 (051) & Manchester 0M1
(061). It was just a matter of luck that the names of the director area
cities allowed them to be allocated codes in this way and the codes 071,
081 and 091 were reserved for use by any other city that would in
future have a director system. Unlike the three digit area codes these
area codes were always listed only as digits e.g. 021 not 0B1.

Sub Areas
Many areas had multiple exchanges and it was often the case that a 1
or 2 digit sub-area code had to be appended to the main three digit
area code. The Uxbridge area, covered by the 895 code actually has five
exchanges: Uxbridge, Ruislip, Harefield, Denham & West Drayton. At
the time of STD’s introduction the Uxbridge, Ruislip and West Drayton
exchanges featured five digit local numbers, while the other two had
four digit local numbers. In fact Uxbridge exchange also housed a
second four digit exchange. Each exchange area was allocated its own
sub-area code: 2 for Uxbridge (main), 4 for West Drayton, 6 for Ruislip,
81 for Uxbridge (secondary), 82 for Harefield and 83 For Denham. To
dial a Ruislip exchange number you might for example dial 0895 6
30125, while the Uxbridge exchange number you might call 0895 2
30094. As before if calling a phone on the same exchange only required
the local five (or four) digit number, but if the two numbers quoted
above wanted to ring each other they had to dial the sub area code
first, but not the main area code. i.e. 2 30094 or 6 30125. Years later, in
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the 1980s, these sub area codes became permanent parts of the local
number, meaning that the Uxbridge area is now standardised
throughout as six digit local numbers. Thus our two example numbers
became 230094 and 630125 and in both cases only the main three digit
area code was required if calling from out of area.
The Queen inaugurated Subscriber Trunk Dialling in 1958, and the
whole of the country was covered by 1979. By this time there was
already pressure on the number of available phone numbers. Most
areas had phone numbers consisting of nine significant digits giving a
theoretical maximum of 1 billion phone numbers. Each area with a
three digit area code and six digit local number could theoretically
accommodate 1 million numbers, which in most cases far exceeded the
requirement for that area. The unused numbers in each area could not
be used in other areas, drastically slashing the practical maximum
number of phone lines in the country. The director area cities, with
their seven digit local numbers could theoretically accommodate up to
10 million numbers, but in practice only 8 million or so were available
because of the inability to use numbers in the 0xx xxxx and 1xx xxxx
ranges for reasons already outlined. In London in particular it was
easily envisaged that the available numbers would soon be exhausted.
Demand was being driven by three things. The first was the
appearance of the fax machine. So often businesses found it convenient
to provide these with their own dedicated phone line. Secondly, and
related to the first, there was an increase in demand from businesses
for direct dial phone extensions for their employees. Previously
companies maintained their own switch boards and required only a
small number of phone lines when compared to the number of
employees. As the number of employees who could be rung directly,
instead of via the company switch board, increased, so too did the
quantity of phone numbers required. Finally, and ultimately with the
biggest effect, there was the appearance on the scene of the pager and
later the mobile phone.
Some effort to relieve the situation was made as early as 1966. Quite
simply this was the transition to all figure dialling and the
abandonment of the use of letters in the phone number. For most of the
country this merely meant a change in presentation of an otherwise
unchanged number. In the director areas however this immediately
made available those exchange codes whose corresponding letter
combination had not resulted in a meaningful name. The opportunity
was taken to reorganise many of the local exchange codes along
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geographical lines resulting in many subscribers receiving new
numbers.
Another reason for going to all figure dialling was the increasing
number of direct dialled calls from abroad which were being misdialled
because other countries allocated letters onto the telephone dial in a
different way to the UK.
By the 1980s it was clear that a more comprehensive reorganisation of
phone numbers was required to address the shortfall in available
numbers in some areas. The National Telephone Numbering Plan was
developed and this also sought to address another issue. Specifically it
was not obvious from existing numbers what sort of phone you were
dialling, and more importantly what you were likely to be charged for
the call. For example before the change mobile phone companies had
been allocated ‘area codes’ in the gaps between existing area codes.
Thus while 0404 xxx xxx was a land line phone number in the Honiton
area, 0403 xxx xxx was a mobile phone number on the Cellnet system.
Under the new plan, the initial significant digit would give a general
idea of the type of call, e.g. 1 indicates a geographic land line call, while
7 indicates a mobile phone call. The shortage of phone numbers was to
be addressed by increasing numbers generally to ten significant digits.
Each extra digit added provided a tenfold increase in available
numbers.
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Migrating to the new system had to be done in stages. This was
because all available initial significant digits were already in use as
part of existing area codes and these had to be released by changing
those codes before the same digit could be re-used for it new intended
purpose. A certain amount of time had to be allowed between
changeovers to allow people to get used to the new numbers before
reallocating the released initial digit. Under this plan phone numbers
in London changed three times at five year intervals.
Stage 1 was to release the initial digit ‘1’, by giving London a new area
code. In fact the number shortage was so acute in London that it was
split in two and allocated two of the unused director area city codes 071
and 081. This took place in May 1990 and by allocating two area codes
it immediately doubled the quantity of available phone numbers in the
capital. The split was always intended to be temporary with final
implementation of the telephone numbering plan resulting in London
moving from seven digit to eight digit local area numbers under a
single area code. Anyone dialling a number beginning 01 after the
changeover would be connected to a recorded message advising of the
change in area code.
Stage 2 was the biggest changeover. This was known as Phoneday and
took place on 16th April 1995. This changed all the geographic phone
numbers in the country. In general this consisted of inserting a ‘1’ at
the beginning of the area code. For example the Uxbridge area which
had been 0895 became 01895. This change would not have been
possible while 01 remained the code for London. Some cities acquired a
new area code with an extra digit added at the beginning of the local
number to increase the local number from six to seven digits, e.g. Leeds
which had been 0532 xxxxxx became 0113 2xxxxxx. This change
effectively meant that all initial digits between 2 & 9 had been released
for reuse. As before anyone attempting to dial the old area codes would
be connected to a recorded message.
Stage 3 was to begin allocating numbers to the newly released number
ranges. This began in 2000 when new blocks of area codes in the 02x
range were brought into use. Under the final numbering plan both
initial digits 1 & 2 were to indicate geographic landline numbers, while
3 would be used for non-geographic land line numbers. The 02x range
was allocated to areas that would move to 8 digit local numbers.
London was foremost amongst them moving from the two codes 0171 &
0181 back to a single code, 020. At the same time the local number
increased from seven to eight digits by the addition of either a 7 or an 8
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at the beginning of the number. Other areas in the 02x range are
Southampton & Portsmouth (023), Coventry (024), Northern Ireland
(028) & Cardiff (029).
Non geographic numbers also began to be reallocated, with most
mobile phone numbers moving to 07xxx area codes in 2001.
The allocation of initial digits in the new system is as follows:
1,2 geographic land line numbers, 3 non-geographic land line numbers,
4 reserved for future use, 5 corporate numbering and VoIP services,
6 reserved for personal numbering, 7 mobile phones and pagers,
8 Special Services, 9 Premium Rate Services.
Having gone to such trouble to reorganise the UKs phone numbers has
it solved all the problems?
Well no. There are still some areas where there is a shortage of
numbers. Six areas in the country have had local area dialling
abolished in order to alleviate shortages in those areas. You will recall
that most exchanges have local numbers in the range 2xxxxx to 998xxx
because local numbers commencing 0 or 1 cannot be used because 0 is
the out of area access code and 1 is used as the initial digit of a number
of short dial numbers for special services e.g. 100 for the operator or
1471 etc. Abolishing local dialling means that the full number
including area code must be dialled even for local calls and this opens
up the 0xxxxx and 1xxxxx number ranges for use as they will always
be preceded by the full area code and the leading 0 or 1 of the local
number will never be the initial digit dialled. This gives an immediate
25% boost to the available number range. Bournemouth was the first
area to be so affected, local dialling being abolished 1st November
2012. Five other areas followed suit on 1st October 2014: Aberdeen,
Brighton, Bradford, Middlesbrough and Milton Keynes.
This is deemed to be only a temporary solution. Either these areas will
in the future be allocated a new shorter area code and longer local area
number or more likely a second area code will be allocated to double
the available numbers. The latter is easier to implement as it means
that all existing numbers are unchanged but it precludes the
reintroduction of local area dialling to those areas.
This brings the story more or less up to date. Despite the local
problems outlined above it seems possible that the current telephone
numbering plan will be adequate for our requirements for years to
come.
Interestingly enough though, the problem of a shortage of available
numbers seems now to have shifted itself to the internet. Each
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computer attached to the internet has a unique IP address. IP stands
for Internet Protocol and for many years the internet has used IPv4 (IP
version 4). Under this version IP addresses consist of a 32 bit binary
number giving 232 or approximately 4.3 billion unique addresses.
Worldwide this address space is now being exhausted and so IPv6 is
being introduced. This increases the length of the IP address to 128
bits and so the number of available addresses increases to 2128 or
approximately 3.4 x 1038.
Well having put you all to sleep while reading this article, I realise that
before I began I should have asked you to lift the handset of your phone
and dial *55*2200# . This would have caused you phone to ring at
10pm to wake you up to let you known it is time for bed. Mind you, you
might never have recovered from the shock of how much using this
alarm clock facility costs.
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Is It A Locomotive Or Is It A Coach?
Neither - It’s a bus! Or is it?

By Graeme Vickery

Many long time members of IDSME will have seen my Cornish EM
gauge layout, Trewithick, develop, since the early 1990s, from bare
baseboards to the completed layout that has been out on the model
railway exhibition circuit since 2008. Even since its ‘completion’ I have
added various details, including point rodding, vegetation on the
embankments and most recently a chimney for the china clay dries at
the end of the layout where the line runs into the fiddleyard.
At early exhibitions I had just enough motive power to run the layout
and kept my figures crossed that I didn’t have any locomotive failures at
shows. Even then I was often running locos that would not have been
seen on the GWR in Cornwall in the late 40s, which is ostensibly the
period in which the layout is set. The GWR fleet has been supplemented
with a 14xx auto tank, a 45xx prairie tank and an additional pannier
tank. Both the 14xx and 45xx run on a brass compensated chassis with
hornblocks (an alternative to springing) which ensure all the wheels
remain on the track all the time. The pannier tank uses the original
ready to run chassis.
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Over the past four years I have been developing a separate fleet to
represent the early 1960s period and this allows me to run steam
alongside diesel hydraulics. The fleet for this era consists of two class 22
diesel hydraulics, a class 35 hymek, a class 42 Warship, a class 121
‘bubble car’, a 57xx pannier tank and another 45xx small prairie. I also
take a class 25 to shows as a spare loco. Although they did appear on
china clay traffic, this was not until the mid 1970s, the so called ‘blue
diesel’ era when the diesel hydraulics were being phased out.
The final addition to the fleet is the AC built Railbus, a model of which
has recently been introduced by Heljan. I must confess that it was given
to me by another member of the EM Gauge Society who converted it to
EM for a ‘show you how’ manual sheet published by the EMGS.

The AC Railbus was built by Messrs AC Cars Ltd of Thames Ditton,
Surrey. The company’s only previous experience of building trains was
the construction, in 1949, of four trains for the Southend Pier Railway.
The railbus was a four-wheeled vehicle of special lightweight
construction which gave it a weight of only 11 tons. It could seat 46
passengers in two comfortable saloons and was powered by a single
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under-floor 150 h.p. bus-type engine capable of providing a maximum
speed of 55 m.p.h.
Five AC Railbuses were built, and they were part of a fleet of twenty two
such vehicles purchased from five different manufacturers by British
Railways. The purpose behind the purchase was to evaluate their
suitability for operation on lightly used branch lines where economies in
operation were urgently required. It seems that British Rail did not
expect that these experiments would actually result in worthwhile
savings, particularly when compared to costs of lines already operated by
more conventional designs of diesel multiple units. Rather, the project
appeared to be a public relations exercise, to demonstrate that BR had
considered and trialled railbus operations when fending off objections to
closures of uneconomic lines.
At the procurement stage, designs from five companies were considered:
Wickams Ltd, AC Cars Ltd, British United Traction, Bristol Commercial
Vehicles and Waggon und Maschinenbau Donauworth (WMD), the last of
whom had been successfully manufacturing such vehicles for use in
Europe. In the event five vehicles were ordered from each of the
manufacturers except for Bristol Commercial Vehicles, who were to
supply only two. Orders were placed in May 1957.
On delivery in 1958 the twenty two vehicles were sent to four different
regions of BR. Only the Scottish region received more than one type and
the AC Cars were split between the Scottish (1) and Western (4) regions.
In the event the lines that the railbuses were designed to operate on,
were rapidly closed, some even before the railbuses were delivered. The
AC railbuses on the Western region were transferred to the Scottish
region in 1967, and all were withdrawn in 1968.
Ironically BR returned to the railbus idea in the late 1970s, when a
number of single car four wheeled prototypes were developed jointly by
the British Rail Research Division and British Leyland. These prototypes
led on to the development of a two car version, which was itself the
prototype for the much loathed Pacers that still operate on many lines
throughout the country.
So to my question, is it a locomotive, an item of coaching stock or even a
bus that runs on rails? Answers on a postcard or, in the 21st century, on
the IDMSE Electronic Notice Board......
I cannot bring myself to consider it a locomotive. But having rummaged
for a dictionary (The Oxford English for Schools), the noun locomotive is
defined as a railway engine and the adjective locomotive is defined as the
movement or ability to move. So maybe I am wrong?
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In any event these railbuses were used in and around Bodmin from 1964.
At the time Bodmin had three stations:
• Bodmin Road - a junction on the GW main line, now called

Bodmin Parkway.*
• Bodmin General - The GW terminus in the town, now the

principle station of the Bodmin & Wenford Steam Railway.

• Bodmin North - the LSWR terminus for the line that came up
from Padstow.

Following reversal at Bodmin General GW though passenger trains to
Padstow ran down to Boscarne

Junction where it connected with
the LSWR line.

Rationalisation of passenger
services in the 1960s saw

the cessation of through
passenger services

from Bodmin North
to Padstow.

Bodmin
North was
destaffed and became
a halt in April 1966 (a rare
case of a terminal halt). The
railcars provided a short shuttle
service to Boscarne Junction
where the steps of the railcar were
lowered. Passengers were required to
disembark and walk the short distance to
the newly constructed wooden platform on the line from Bodmin
General. They would then board a train from Bodmin General to
Padstow. I have yet to find a picture featuring passengers on the
Bodmin North shuttle service. It was only a short walk from Bodmin
General so why go through the hassle of having to change trains at

* ’Road’ was the GWR code word for a station that was a long way from
anywhere, particularly the place that appeared in the station name. After
nationalisation the Western Region of British Railways sometimes used the
word ‘Parkway’ for much the same purpose.
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Boscarne Exchange Platform. The railbuses continued to serve the lines
until passenger services from Bodmin to Padstow were withdrawn in
1967.
Of course those of you familiar with the lines in Cornwall will be aware
of the LSWR freight line that continued from Boscarne Junction along
the banks of the River Camel up to the China Clay dries at
Wenfordbridge. Thus completing prototype justification for the AC
railbus running alongside china clay traffic on my layout.
Incidentally the construction of the Bodmin and Wadebridge railway,
including the line to Wenfordbridge, from 1832, made it one of the first
lines to be built in the UK and certainly the first steam operated railway
line in Cornwall. The Bodmin and Wadebridge railway was bought by
the LSWR in 1847, but it was not until 1888 that the line was connected
to the wider rail network. This was by means of the line from the GW’s
Bodmin General station to Boscarne Junction. It was not until 1895 that
the line was directly connected to LSWR network, with the opening from
Launceston to Wadebridge of the North Cornwall Railway. The latter
was extended to Padstow in 1899. The entire line from Wenford to
Padstow is now a trailway and well worth cycling or walking.
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2015Winter Programme Survey
Tom Haynes and Graeme Vickery have volunteered to organize this
year’s winter programme. In order to gain some idea about what
members wish to see in the winter programme, Tom and Graeme
carried out a survey of members. Due to the relatively short timescales
available to carry out the survey and then organize a winter programme
based on the results it was not possible to make all members aware of
the survey. However any members who visited the club or the IDSME
electronic message board during the period the survey was conducted
should have had an opportunity to take part. For interest and as a
matter of record the survey results are published below.

Summary
• Overall, there were 19 responses from members ranging in age

from 15 to 81 years.
• A majority of respondents reported that their attendance had

not changed compared to historic levels; around a quarter of
respondents reported attending significantly less.

• An overwhelming majority (84% of respondents) agreed or
strongly agreed that the talks are generally interesting; 89%
agreed that there is a good variety of meetings.

• The timing of meetings is convenient for the vast majority of
respondents.

• A majority (53%) want a reminder each week of the programme
that week.

• The proposed sessions in the workshop were popular with
respondents, with 42% agreeing that it would encourage them
to attend and only one respondent being discouraged from
attending. Despite this, insufficient members stated that they
would be prepared to help demonstrate for the sessions to be
practical.

• Model railway skill demonstration sessions were even more
popular with 58% of respondents agreeing that they would be
encouraged to attend. Six members are prepared to demonstrate
and so it is practical to run these sessions.

• All of the topic areas were popular with respondents. The most
popular topic areas were ‘model engineering’ and ‘engineering in
general’. The least popular were ‘modern railways’ and ‘model
railways’.
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Fig. 1 - Attendance during the last 12 months at different types of meeting
Fig. 2 – A comparison of attendance over the last 12 months and historically
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Attendance
Fig. 1 shows that apart from running days, the Friday night
programme is the most attended meeting at the club. Thirteen people
[68% of respondents] report coming down the club either every Friday
or every other Friday during the winter; during the summer, this
reduces to 11 people [58%]. Fig. 2 compares reported attendance over
the last 12 months to reported historic attendance. The number of
people reporting attending fortnightly or monthly has remained
constant whilst those attending weekly has reduced from 74% of
respondents to 47% of respondents; 26% of respondents now report
attending rarely or never. Fig. 2 therefore implies that a significant
number of respondents are attending less often than previously.
Looking in more detail at the relative movement in attendance, two
respondents reported attending less by one category, one respondents
by two categories, two respondents by three categories and two
respondents by four categories. No respondent reported coming down
more often although eleven (58%) reported no change in how often they
attended. The overall pattern can therefore be described as a majority
respondents attending as frequently in the last 12 months as they did
historically; a minority [5 respondents, 26%] reported attending two or
more categories less often.

Statements about Friday night meetings
Fig. 3 details the reactions to each statement which members were
asked to agree or disagree with. 84% of members agreed or strongly
agreed with the statement ‘the talks are generally interesting’; 89%
agreed that ‘there is a good variety of meetings’ and 79% agreed that
‘Fridays are convenient for me’. No respondent agreed that they
struggled to arrange transport or that they were too infirm to attend;
three members (16% of respondents) disagreed with the statement that
‘I feel that Friday nights are inclusive’. Three respondents (16%) felt
that 2000 was too early to start the meeting and only one that 2200
was too late to end the meeting. Ten respondents (53%) agreed that
they need a reminder of what’s on each week.
The view of respondents can therefore be summarized as being that the
talks offer a good variety and are generally interesting. The timing of
meetings appears to suit the vast majority of respondents but members
feel that they need a reminder of what is on each week.
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Fig. 3 – The responses to a number of statements about Friday night meetings
Fig. 4 – The responses to the proposed changes to speaker meetings
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Changes to the format of Friday night meetings
Members were asked about making changes to the format of the
meeting. The proposal was for meetings to start at 2000; there were be
notices until 2010; the talk would lasting approximately an hour and
would be followed by tea and informal conversation. Members were
asked for their responses to a number of statements concerning these
changes and theses are summarized in Fig. 4. Overall, respondents did
not have strong feelings about the changes; 32% of respondents said
that the changes would encourage them to attend and 11% that they
would be discouraged from attending. The response for internal talks,
external talks and all talks was broadly similar, with a slight
preference for maintaining the status quo for external talks. When
asked whether the proposed changes should be tried for all meetings,
37% of members agreed or very much agreed; 21% of members
disagreed or very much disagreed. Informal comments revealed that
respondents felt that the speaker should be given more flexibility in
the format of their talk.
Given the lack of strong opinions, it is therefore proposed that when
speakers are invited, they are informed that there are two suggested
formats, that members are happy for either, and that the choice should
be that with which they are happiest.

Workshop and model railway demonstration sessions
Members were asked whether they would be interested in a series of
demonstrations and hands-on activities in the workshop hosted by the
A-team and in the clubhouse hosted by the model railway group; Figs.
5 and 6 summarize their responses. The proposed sessions in the
workshop were popular with respondents with eight (42%) agreeing
that it would encourage them to attend and only one being discouraged
from attending; a clear majority (69%) of respondents were prepared to
try running the sessions. Despite this, only three members stated that
they would be prepared to help demonstrate and these sessions cannot
therefore be run in 2015-2016; should demonstrators become available,
workshop demonstration evenings are likely to be well supported by
the membership.

The proposed model railway demonstration sessions were similarly
popular, with eleven respondents (58%) agreeing that these would
encourage them to attend and only one member being discouraged. Six
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Fig. 5 – The responses to the proposed workshop demonstration sessions
Fig. 6 – The responses to the proposed model railway demonstration sessions
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members were prepared to demonstrate and so it is proposed to run
these sessions in 2015-16

Subject area interest levels
Members were asked how interesting they found a number of topic
areas and the responses are shown in Fig. 7. It is notable that all of the
topic areas on which talks centered were popular with members, with
every topic area being found interesting or very interesting by over half
of the respondents. The most popular areas were ‘model engineering’
and ‘engineering in general’; the next most popular areas were ‘railway
history and preservation’ and ‘local history’; then ‘social evenings’ and
‘model railways’. The least popular topic was ‘modern railways’. The
survey shows that members want a broad and varied series of talks.

Fig. 7 – The interest level of respondent in various topic areas
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